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ABSTRACT 
In biomedical research, population differences are of central interest. Variations in the 

frequency and severity of diseases and in treatment effects among human subpopulation groups are 

common in many medical conditions. Unfortunately, the practices in terms of subpopulation labeling 

do not exhibit the level of rigor one would expect in biomedical research, especially when studying 

multifactorial diseases such as cancer or atherosclerosis. The reporting of population differences in 

clinical research is characterized by large disparities in practices, and fraught with methodological 

issues and inconsistencies. The actual designations such as “Black” or “Asian” refer to broad and 

heterogeneous groups, with a great discrepancy among countries. Moreover, the use of obsolete 

concepts such as “Caucasian” is unfortunate and imprecise. The use of adequate labeling to reflect the 

scientific hypothesis needs to be promoted. Furthermore, the use of “race/ethnicity” as a unique cause 

of human heterogeneity may distract from investigating other factors related to a medical condition, 

particularly if this label is employed as a proxy for cultural habits, diet, or environmental exposure. In 

addition, the wide range of opinions among researchers does not facilitate the attempts made for 

resolving this heterogeneity in labeling. “Race”, “ethnicity”, “ancestry”, “geographical origin”, and 

other similar concepts are saturated with meanings. Even if the feasibility of a global consensus on 

labeling seems difficult, geneticists, sociologists, anthropologists, and ethicists should help develop 

policies and practices for the biomedical field. 

 

Keyword: biomedical translational science; cultural diversity; ethnicity; genetic variation; racial 

groups.  

 

 



 

Nota bene: Following Raj Bhopal’s example, some terms have been put in quotations “to alert the 

reader to the limited use of the word”. 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Population differences are of central interest in biomedical research. Variations in the frequency 

and severity of diseases among human population groups have been shown in many medical 

conditions,1 including type 2 diabetes, obesity,2 cardiovascular diseases,3–5 prostate cancer,6 

transplantation,7–9 asthma,10 systemic lupus erythematosus,11 and neonatal morbidities.12 Similarly, a 

number of investigations have provided insights into differences observed after exposure or in response 

to a given medicine2,5,13–16 as well as after tissue transplantation9 across various populations. While 

many efforts are made to enhance our understanding of the mechanisms explaining differences in 

treatment effects, such as that of dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors in diabetes17 and antihypertensive 

drugs,5 most of the time it remains empirical. It is important to note that, since humans share over 99.9% 

of their genomes, the phenotypic differences between them are related to a 0.1% genome variation.18 

Consequently, with the aim of developing individually-tailored healthcare strategies, the Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) states that "Collecting data on race and/or ethnicity is critical to 

identifying population-specific signals."19 Ramamoorthy et al. found that, in all the new molecular 

entities approved by the American agency between 2008 and 2013, 21% of them demonstrated 

population differences.13 Along the same lines, the guidance “Ethnic Factors in the Acceptability of 

Foreign Clinical Data” of the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for 

Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH E5) states that “any candidate medicine for global development 

should be characterized as ethnically sensitive or insensitive”.11 As a result, and in a holistic spirit, 

assigning an alleged affiliation to a particular population to participants in clinical studies is seen as a 

normal methodological choice, and the terminologies used to name the different human population 

groups are now being used extensively in health research.  

Numerous systematic reviews on this topic have been performed, aiming to evaluate the use of 

these population denominations in biomedical research nowadays. A brief comparison of them reveals 

that the reporting of population differences in clinical research is characterized by a large disparity in 



 

practices, and fraught with methodological issues and inconsistencies. A systematic review of the use 

of “race/ethnicity” in three top medical journals reported 100 different population labels employed to 

describe study samples.20 In another study reviewing a sample of 995 articles reporting “race/ethnicity”, 

only 4.5% of them formally defined race/ethnicity and only 10.5% reported the method used to attribute 

the respective “racial/ethnic” designations.21 

These findings point out the limitations concerning the practices in terms of population labeling 

in medical research. The aim of this narrative review is to explain the origins of such a haphazard 

approach to human diversity and its impact on biomedical research. 

 

About the high heterogeneity in population designations 

The dizzying array of terms can be partly explained by the origins of human classifications. 

Colonization first led to the advent of the folk idea of “race”, when European armies started to encounter 

populations that differed from them in terms of both physical and cultural features.22,23 For the purpose 

of standardizing “racial” classifications, modern human categories emerged from the work of European 

naturalists in the 18th Century,24,25 leading to the labels “Mongoloid”, “Negroid”, or “Australoid”, 

depending on the geographical area of origin.26–28 In order to support the speculations of polygenists 

and advocates of “racial” ideology,29,30 scientists began searching for evidence of natural racial 

distinctions, notably through craniometry, biology, anthropology, and medicine.1,26,31,32 Some 

populations were then considered to be more vulnerable to illness and became commonly associated 

with it – for instance, diabetes was called “Judenkrankheit” (Jewish disease) in Germany at the 

beginning of the 20th Century.33 Such racial classifications became ingrained in biomedical research, 

which slowly led to a common acceptance of “race” as a biological variable.31,34–36 

It is also important to examine the origins of the human classifications currently used. 

Terminology has evolved since the classification systems proposed by naturalists.37 Nowadays, 

population classification schemes are widely inspired by the legal and social classification systems of 

the countries in which the research is conducted.30 Many biomedical scientists adopted official census 

categories in their trial designs and sampling strategies.1,38,39 However, the definitions and the systems 

used to define population subgroups vary considerably from one country to another,25,40,41 which partly 



 

explains the wide diversity of terms and approaches that can be observed in the international biomedical 

literature.26,42  

The United States of America (USA), heavyweight of international biomedical research, refers 

to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Directive No. 15,19 adopted in 1977 and revised in 

1997.37,43,44 The present day classification includes five “racial” groups based on geographical origin or 

skin color: “American Indian or Alaska Native”, “Asian”, “Black or African American”, “Native 

Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander”, and “White”, with a “Hispanic or Latino” category for ethnicity,19 

added in 1970.40 Multiple choice is permitted, and allows a total of 126 possible combinations.27,43 In 

the UK, the classification approach has evolved over time.40,45 Currently, the Office for National 

Statistics (ONS) provides 18 options for England and Wales grouped into five main groups, and these 

are commonly found in the scientific literature - including, to cite a few examples, “White and Black 

Caribbean”, “White and Asian”, “Indian”, “Black British”, and “Arab”.29 In France, often regarded as 

an “ethnicity-blind” nation, there is no official demographic categorization scheme due to the almost 

complete prohibition of ethnic-based statistics.40,41,46,47  

These three cases are sufficient to give an insight into why population denominations are far 

from being uniform on a global scale. 

 

The issues raised by the current standards  

Blurred concepts 

The limitations concerning the use of “race/ethnicity” as variables in research are more and 

more acknowledged by scientists,27,48 as well as the complexity of defining adequate labels for different 

human populations. The work of convincingly deconstructing the legitimacy of common designations, 

considered by some as reflecting a “biological naivety of researchers”,49 has led to an increasing amount 

of publications in biomedical journals, resulting in numerous controversies and a passionate debate 

within the scientific community.22 

The first issue concerns the breadth of potential interpretations regarding the concepts related 

to human diversity, since they are imprecise and lack clear-cut boundaries.32,50 The most obvious 

concept attached to human diversity is “race”. “Race” has no standard definition.26 It is historically seen 



 

as a tool to subdivide the human species into groups of relatively homogenous people, sharing inborn 

physical characteristics that distinguish them from other groups, and which would reflect their 

“ancestry” and “geographical origins”.1,13,24 The change in mentalities led to a broadening of its scope 

to include social and cultural features,10 making its differentiation with the concept of “ethnicity” 

unclear, as evidenced by the increasing use of the combined terminology “race/ethnicity”.1,37 

“Ethnicity” is seen as a construct combining geographical origin and social dimensions,44,51,52 

encompassing a broad range of socially constructed characteristics derived from a shared history and a 

shared heritage, such as language, religion, habits, traditions, values, relational styles, and 

customs.10,13,53–55 It is a multifaceted quality,1,41 “achieved” but “not ascribed”,34 a flexible cultural 

construct that can have biological implications.23 It is increasingly employed, especially in Europe, as 

it is seen as more politically correct than “race”.1,24,29,34  

The terms “population” and “ancestry” appear to be less controversial.56 However, their use is 

also subject to caution, given their lack of clear definition and their wide range of possible 

interpretations.57 Their “neutral” appearance is a smokescreen: George Ellison reminds us that 

“population group” was the term used during apartheid in South Africa.58 Some see the notion of 

“shared ancestry” as merely overlaying “racial” categories.57 Additionally, although recent generations 

of ancestors are easy to identify, defining and interpreting deeper genealogical information is highly 

complex.57 In a study addressing the correlation between multiple self-identification measures and 

classifications based on ancestry informative markers (AIM) and human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes 

in the USA, the geographical ancestry of grandparents was more closely correlated with AIM and HLA-

defined genetic ancestries than with “race/ethnicity”, especially for subjects with African and Latin 

American ancestry. 59 Collecting information on the grandparents of donors may thus improve the 

chances of finding HLA-compatible donors in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT), where 

HLA matches are essential. However, the correlation with the geographical origin of grandparents still 

remains imperfect for estimating deep genetic ancestry.59 “Continent of origin” is also a very broad term 

that sounds neutral. Touted as the solution to old notions of “race” and “ethnicity”, it refers to extremely 

large clusters, which in the end makes it useless for any proper study of human diversity. Continental 



 

population labels actually reinvigorate ideas about “major races”, which would be “Africans” or 

“Europeans”.57 

Finally, the categories may change according to the set of reference populations used in a study, which 

are often poorly described in studies.39,60 A high inconsistency regarding “racial” and “ethnic” 

classifications across papers as well as between countries have also been reported in a number of 

biomedical research fields, including pharmacogenomics.61 The concept of “ancestry” is also 

ambiguous and encompasses distinct approaches, framed as “genetic ancestry”: (i) methods to infer 

ancestral relationships between populations, (ii) methods that allow an individual genomes to be 

represented as a combination of reference populations, and (iii) methods that an infer a degree of 

similarity between individuals.60 However, only the third approach allows showing the continuous, i.e. 

category-free, nature of genetic variation.60  

 

Imprecise designations 

The current designations refer to broad, heterogeneous groups.50 The epithet “Europeans” 

encompasses an extremely wide range of different phenotypes with, for instance, hair, eye, and skin 

color varying from relatively dark in Southern Europe to very light in the North.62 Metabolic pathways 

and culture also vary considerably as demonstrated by the fact that the main allele (-13,910*T) 

conferring lactose tolerance varies from less than 10% to more than 95% in Europeans63 and more than 

200 languages (despite 24 official) are spoken in Europe.64 Similarly, the term “African” is a crude 

simplification. More than 1.2 billion humans live in Africa, which is also the continent with the greatest 

amount of genetic variation on the planet.65 Although other labels appear to be more accurate, they are 

not - the category “American Indians and Alaska Natives”, also known as “Native Americans”,  actually 

refers to more than 500 federally recognized tribes, which are too different from each other to be 

grouped in one single “pan-Indian” group.66 The breadths of these terms make them inadequate for their 

use in medical research.  

Many used terms are simplistic, and represent, for most, obsolete terms.31,35,37,38 The well-

known “Caucasian” label, for instance, is an unfortunate relic of an old classification of humankind 

created by a German naturalist named Johann Friedrich Blumenbach in the 18th Century, who derived 



 

Europeans from the region of Caucasus.1,7,24,56,67  The label “Black”, while being a legacy of colonial 

anthropology encouraging the division of society by skin color,7 is meaningless in terms of genetic 

ancestry - dark-skinned people are observed in many areas of the globe, from Africa to India, as well 

as in Southeast Asia and Australia.68 The term “mixed” is in itself a nonsense. This category would be 

of major importance given the increasing rates of mixed sexual unions between distantly related people, 

particularly in countries such as the USA.43 However, the number of potential combinations is so large 

that the willingness of capturing any “mixed” identity generates substantial reporting issues.45 Grouping 

data of all “mixed” individuals in a single category has, in the end, the same effectiveness as having no 

data.37,50,54,66 In addition, the term “trans-ethnic” is debated in genomics research because of its 

imprecision and ambiguity. This term encompasses heterogeneous studies including meta-analytic 

genome-wide association studies, fine-mapping, and assessment of genetic architecture across 

populations, or calculation of polygenic risk scores. Kamariza et al. suggested the use of the terms 

“cross-ancestry”, “multi-population” or “multi-ancestry” instead.69  

These concepts are subjective, and therefore not easily assigned.44,70 Penner et al. reported in 

2008, from a sample of 12,686 American individuals, that 20% had been affiliated to at least two 

different “racial” categories by interviewers over a 19-year period.71 According to distinct reporting 

formats (self-identification of “race/ethnicity” using single or multiple choices, geographical ancestry 

using single or multiple choices, classification by others), inconsistencies may occur between 

“race/ethnicity” and geographical ancestry as well as between self-identification and identification by 

others.59 Most often, a lack of concordance between geographical ancestry and “race/ethnicity” 

reporting occurs when individuals acknowledge particular geographical ancestries but do not explicitly 

identify with a corresponding “racial/ethnic” group. Less common is “race/ethnicity” self-identification 

without reporting a corresponding geographical ancestry.59 

Many dimensions must be taken into consideration when defining identity, and terminology 

fails to embrace them all - “Hispanic” invokes language, “American Indian” invokes ancestral groups, 

“Asian” invokes continental origin, “White” invokes skin color.72 The United Nations stated about 

“ethnicity”: “the subjective nature of the term [...] requires that information on ethnicity be acquired 

through self-declaration of a respondent”.41 This principle is sometimes circumvented by the use of 



 

name recognition softwares, such as the “Ethnicolr” program.4,73 However, “ethnicity” reflects, above 

all, the feeling of belonging to a chosen community, which is subject to change.27,29,30,32,33,50 Census 

categories, for instance, can take on new social or political meanings. An example concerns the 

restoration of Aboriginal people’s pride in Canada which led to a major increase in the affiliations of 

individuals to this category in censuses at the end of the 20th Century.40 Conversely, latent racism may 

influence self-identification in favor of a better socially-perceived group.44 Since context influences 

categorization,1,29 population designations are interchangeable.  

The current use of population designations is ethically questionable.27 Census categories were 

originally intended only for social and pragmatic reasons, but their widespread use in research 

unintentionally implies their adequacy for describing so-called “natural” patterns of diversity.26,28,36,50,58 

Even though the Nazi crimes of World War II largely tempered the previously facile acceptance of 

“race” as deeply and unalterably biogenetic,37 and forced scientists to reexamine their thinking on 

“race”, the 21st Century has surprisingly witnessed a resurgence of “race” through genetics.23,36,72 

Relying on contemporary genomic findings, many researchers see “racial” categories as “reflecting 

genetic”, argue that DNA variations between geographically distinct individuals confirm the existence 

of biological human “races”,23,74 or believe that race is a valid and reliable proxy for the clustering of 

genetic diversity.49 Some academics have found “new grist for the racial differences mill”.23 This 

renewed interest in clustering human beings genetically, and the attempts to link this clustering to 

biological outcomes, regrettably led to a normalization of the use of population designations in an 

uncritical manner in biomedical research.28,33  

 

The numerous consequences of the use of “race/ethnicity” in medical research 

The use of “race/ethnicity” as a cause of human heterogeneity can distract from investigating 

other factors that are really related to a medical condition. In 2013, Braun et al. observed that the 

majority of the literature studying lung function differences in “racial groups” ignored the importance 

of socioeconomic factors, despite their well-established influence on pulmonary conditions.75 Yet, 

slavery and colonial history left a legacy of social and economic inequalities, inextricably linked to a 

greater exposure of immigrant populations to what Kreatsoulas and Anand called “the causes of the 



 

causes”.53 It refers to the social determinants of disease risk factors such as poor living conditions, low 

purchasing power, diminished access to healthcare, and health education.22–24,76–78 Diet and exercise, 

smoking, cultural and religious practices, compliance with medication, and other behavioral factors also 

result in health disparities.4,50 To highlight the salience of considering environmental factors rather than 

relying on a self-defined “ancestry” designations, Cooper et al. compared rates of hypertension in 

several populations of West African “ancestry”.79 Their findings showed substantial differences in the 

prevalence of hypertension depending on location, rising from 16% for populations living in Nigeria 

and Cameroon to 26% in the Caribbean and 33% in metropolitan Chicago. Similarly, the prevalence of 

diabetes varies greatly among populations with comparable “ancestral background” but different 

environments.33,80 6,26,29 

To prevent misunderstandings, we should make clear that claiming the inadequacy of the most 

common human classifications does not amount to asserting that biological and genetic differences 

among humans of various origins do not exist. The aim here is to shed light on the illogicality of trying 

to explain differences in disease between humans using such crude concepts and categories. The use of 

such classifications as shortcuts for the prevalence of a few rare genetic mutations such as that of sickle 

cell trait in populations of African, Southern European, and Caribbean origin, or of the BRCA gene in 

individuals self-identifying as “Ashkenazi Jews”, may be useful in practice, if cautiously used. 6,26,29 

However, as soon as we consider complex diseases such as asthma, cancer, diabetes, or cardiovascular 

diseases, they may become scientifically inadequate and dangerously misleading. Therefore, their use 

in research raises concerns, and the trivialization of their reporting in biomedical literature has serious 

consequences. 

The need for transnational collaborative research 

International research relies on data portability and reproducibility.48 In the reviews 

aforementioned, population labels are not treated as requiring further clarification in publications, which 

opens the door to every possible interpretation. The lack of explanation suggests that they are self-

evident, that the reader will simply recognize and understand them. Yet, unfortunately, the latter will 

develop his own understanding of who falls into these designations and who does not. Catherine Lee 

notes, “when we [researchers] use prototype theory, we have a ‘‘broad picture’’ in our minds about 



 

what we think we are classifying. Different social groups have different prototypes in mind.”34 As long 

as investigators fail to render the labeling of population designations transparent to readers, it will 

prevent making valid comparisons across clinical trials, even those conducted in the same country.27,50,81  

Additionally, notwithstanding that current global standards are based on the societal 

stratification of the USA and, hence, do not adequately reflect other nations’ migration histories, non-

American researchers tend to adopt these standards in their own countries,19,26 which can result in 

misinterpretations. The term “Asian”, for instance, generally refers to people from the Indian 

subcontinent in the UK, but to Far Eastern Asians in the USA.1 Similarly, the term “White” is meant to 

include Scottish, New Zealander, Greek, Spanish, English, Canadian, Welsh, and Irish altogether, but 

also includes Iranians and Moroccans in the USA.37 Communication issues can also arise from the fact 

that presumably similar groups can be exposed to completely different confounding factors according 

to the country. For example, Nazroo et al. showed that Caribbean immigrants have very different social 

and economic positions in the UK and in the USA, impacting their health differently both in positive 

and negative ways.77 

Accordingly, this haphazard use and reporting of human diversity is at odds with the 

fundamental requirements of transnational research, which are based on rigorous practices and valid 

data.74,82 

In the domain of histocompatibility, such as HSCT where matching HLA genotypes between recipients 

and donors is essential, the chances of finding a compatible donor is expected to be greater among 

individuals sharing a greater level of genetics.83 In some cases (e.g. in Brazil), it may correlate with 

government-defined broad racial categories such as “Black”, “Mixed”, and “White”, because the latter 

reflect different amounts of African and European ancestry.84 However, the use of such categories in 

transplantation may stigmatize the idea that graft success is race-dependent, which is not. Most HLA 

alleles encoding functional molecules at the protein level (known as alleles defined at the 2nd-field level 

of resolution)85 and hence, crucial in transplant matching, are shared across continents. This thus 

provides chances of finding compatible donors among distantly-related populations, although 

identifying a fully-matched donor at multiple HLA loci (ideally both alleles at five loci, known as 10/10 

matching) remains challenging when no HLA-identical sibling donor is available.86 



 

Reinforcing stereotypes in medicine and biology 

Many researchers claim that even if societal categories are ill-defined, they remain fairly 

correlated with economic factors and behavioral traits. But one should not minimize the potential social 

costs of this reasoning.6,24,35,72 Human classification is by nature associated with stigmatization, 

marginalization, and prejudice, even though these concepts may be useful to address the effect of 

inequities on population health.32,50,87 In research, it has been proven that “ancestry” or “origins” are 

poor proxies for sociocultural variables and, besides being a distraction from other relevant causes of 

disease,27,32 their use emphasizes the alleged biological underpinnings of health inequalities.58 

It has been demonstrated that the use of certain human categories in medical research influences 

the behavior of physicians, and reifies these categories by contributing to the perpetuation of healthcare 

disparities.39,54 As a brief example, a study showed that patients with cystic fibrosis seen as being of 

“African origin” have a diagnostic disadvantage, because historically this affection was seen as being 

limited to “Europeans”.88 A similar situation was observed in women with osteoporosis.48 

The pitfalls of “racial-genetic determinism” 

One of the main consequences of the trivialization of human classifications in research is the 

spread of “racial-genetic determinism”28 or “genetic reductionism”49,72 among researchers. Nancy 

Kieger denounces the “still dominant ahistorical and decontextualized biomedical and lifestyle theories 

of disease distribution, which reduce causes of disease to individuals’ genetic constitution and ‘personal 

tastes’”.78 Alan Goodman also warns us about “geneticization”, which he defines as “the belief that 

most biology and behavior are located in the ‘genes’”.32 Indeed, studies looking for “running genes” in 

Kenyan sprinters,89 or linking the prevalence of diabetes in Pima Indians and asthma therapy efficiency 

in “Hispanic ascendance” to their retrospective degree of European admixture,10 contribute to 

legitimizing simplistic conclusions on complex genetic and social processes. 

Of course, some genetic variants do correlate with an individual’s geographical origin, 

especially those which confer an adaptation to a specific local environment. It is the case for lactase 

persistence in pastoral populations,90–92 and dark skin pigmentation which protects humans from 

sunburn and skin cancer, and also light skin pigmentation which facilitates the synthesis of vitamin D3 

in northerly latitudes.93,94 It is then commonplace to connect certain phenotypic features with specific 



 

areas of the globe. However, although some striking differences are observed concerning hair and eye 

color, the label “continental populations” has been proven to not be informative for other common 

heritable traits such as height,95 which is subject to substantial differences between Maasai and Biaka 

people in sub-Saharan Africa, Swedish and Sicilians in Europe, and even new generations of Japanese 

compared to older generations.22 The non-concordant patterns followed by genetic variations are so 

complex that attempting to graft them onto labeled delimited populations is misleading.32,50,72,82 Alan 

Goodman said that “traits tend to vary independently of other traits” and that, consequently, human 

clustering schemes change according to the trait chosen: a classification based on sickle cell trait groups 

Africans, Greeks, and Turks together, while a classification based on lactase enzyme deficiency gathers 

southern Africans with Japanese and Native Americans.32 The incidence of sickle cell traits in West 

Africa was about 4% in the Mandinka people, 14% in the Wolof people, rose to around 30% in the Fula 

people, but was also very high in India, with an incidence of 35% in the Oktar people.75  

Surprisingly, the determining role of genetics for visible “skin deep” variations and marked 

population differences for a few rare traits led many biomedical scientists to apply the same reasoning 

to all diseases, thus undervaluing the complexity of human genetic variation and of genotype-phenotype 

links.20,28,35,49,96 This is highly problematic for research since, according to the WHO, the great majority 

of trials registered globally between 1999 and 2018 concern complex multigenic chronic affections such 

as diabetes, cancer, obesity, and hypertension. In these cases, the influence of genetic variants on 

incidence of disease or response to treatment is often associated with small effect sizes with low to 

moderate clinical consequences.22,97,98  

This reasoning is also frequently found in pharmacology, especially in pharmacogenetics. Over 

the last decades, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been at the core of investigations, since 

they are known to have a great impact on pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics if located in some 

genes, specifically those encoding drug metabolizing cytochromes P450, phase II enzymes, and drug 

transporters. Factors influencing the emergence of these specific SNPs are still under deep investigation, 

and, ineluctably, “racial” considerations became center-stage, and prompted the FDA and other 

agencies to set up “population-specific recommendations” based on the genetic results observed in 

samples of individuals. For instance, the agency states that 7% to 10% of “Caucasians” and 3% to 8% 



 

of “Black/African Americans” are poor metabolizers for CYP2D6,13 which can lead them to a higher 

exposure than others when taking certain medicines such as iloperidone. These low percentages show 

well that these phenomena are everything but “all-or-none”.14 Cytochromes P450 also displayed wide 

variations within populations.99 In short, while identifying poor metabolizers is essential, such shortcuts 

have no place in pharmacogenetics, especially when a patient’s safety is at stake.14  

To conclude, it is widely acknowledged that all human beings do not have the exact same 

genetic makeup, and that genomics plays a great role in disease diagnosis and personalized treatments. 

However, commonly inferred genetic clusters, based on geographical arguments, are inaccurately 

represented by widely used “racial/ethnic” labels, and have been shown to inherently present a great 

and significant variance in drug-metabolizing profiles, on which target-oriented medicine largely relies 

on.16 

 



 

How can we durably improve practices in research? 

Enhance the involvement of biomedical journals to enforce “good practices” guidelines 

Recommendations on how to handle population terminology in biomedical research have 

existed for many years.27,82,100 At the beginning of their use, the FDA clearly stated that OMB categories, 

which now dominate scientific literature, were intended to ensure consistency in population data 

reporting, and specified that they should not be interpreted as being scientific or anthropological in 

nature.19 Biomedical editors who are members of the International Committee of Medical Journal 

Editors (ICMJE) provided instructions to authors on the proper use of terminology for research on 

“race/ethnicity” in the fifth edition of their “Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to 

Biomedical Journals” (renamed as “Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing, and 

Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical Journals”) including the justification and definition of 

“race/ethnicity” and the relevance of the use of such concepts in regards to the aim of the study.34,37,101 

In 2000, Nature Genetics published a policy stating that authors must explain why they make use of 

particular ethnic groups or populations, and how classification was achieved.102 Unfortunately, these 

recommendations are rarely enforced by the reviewers’ of biomedical journals or respected by the 

authors21,24,39,82,103,104 including Nature Genetics itself.72 

This global unheeding of guidance may be partly explained by the fact that calls for improving 

practices were made only in an intermittent and disjointed fashion, which consequently perpetuated 

ambiguity on this topic and made addressing change more challenging.87 If all biomedical journals agree 

to strengthen the control of manuscripts’ compliance with requirements on proper population labeling 

practices, improvements will surely be observed. Among the 486 reporting guidelines available on the 

Enhancing the QUAlity and Transparency Of health Research (EQUATOR) website, searching for the 

words ‘ethnicity’ retrieved no result, and searching for ‘race’ gave three results but focused on specific 

situations (forensic context).105  

 

Changes in the mentalities of authors and their personal involvement 

The profusion of “race/ethnicity” variables in biomedical research is partly rooted in the 

requirements established in 1993 by American regulatory bodies and funding agencies19,106,107 to 



 

promote the inclusion of participants of all origins in study samples.3,11,13,34,48,103,104,107–109 Reporting is 

therefore more frequent in the USA than in other countries110 but, as mentioned before, is now accepted 

and expected internationally.20 Beyond the fact that legal requirement is not a valid scientific 

argument,38 the main concern here is that the use of “race/ethnicity” categories is often only required as 

a “descriptive” tool meant to observe differences in inclusion or failures of randomization, but routinely 

drifts to an inappropriate “attributive” use of these labels as explanatory arguments.26,39,50 Initially based 

on the well-intentioned goal of addressing underrepresentation of minorities in research, these 

requirements have unintendedly contributed to a further reifying of the census categories as genetic 

entities, and their continued use perpetuates the idea of them being adequate to explain patterns of 

human genetic variation.74 

There is a clear contradiction in the research field: many studies showed that the limitations of 

common population designations is well-known and accepted by the research community, and, 

surprisingly, it is still extensively used and routinely reported in health research.111 Many emphasize 

the need of reporting this variable for the sake of research, and affirm that “race” is the best proxy 

available for studying human diversity.87 It is seen as useful, “in the meantime”, until better surrogates 

are found.26,54,72,97  

The lack of proper education concerning the question of human diversity is salient in 

biomedical education.74 Behavior and genetic explanations are prioritized over discriminatory and 

environmental ones. Medical students traditionally learn that patients’ histories begin with “this is a 

[insert patient’s age, presumed race, sex] who presents with a chief complaint of….” – though they 

receive little or no training on these concepts.27 

Some researchers, who explicitly defend the racial labeling of participants, qualify debates 

about the use of “race/ethnicity” in health as political correctness, denounce the “color-blind” approach 

to biomedical research as “[flying] in the face of clinical reality”,49,112 and claim that these practices are 

appropriate in the scientific area as soon as any value system is attached to it. Troy Duster reacts to the 

latter point by saying that “while the sentiment is admirable, this formulation constitutes a 

fundamentally flawed notion of a firewall between ‘science’ and ‘politics’”.33 As an example, when the 

South African National Blood Service was blamed for classifying donors on the basis of “racial/ethnic” 



 

categories in order to estimate their risk of HIV infection, some clinicians found it regrettable to face 

political sensitivities for what they considered to be a risk-based approach founded on medical 

realities.58 However, rather than blaming political correctness, underlining the role that apartheid and 

its socioeconomic consequences played in the differential spread of HIV virus could have explained 

more adequately the approach undertaken.58 Lastly and briefly, other researchers are unfortunately 

reluctant to follow recommendations for the simple reason that it would require a revision of previous 

results, or a renunciation of the use of old databases built on OMB categories or on vague continental 

designations.113 

 

In conclusion, practices regarding the labeling of subpopulations do not exhibit a level of rigor 

one would expect in biomedical research. Attempts of resolving these issues are not facilitated by the 

wide range of opinions among researchers, and, most of all, the quandary surrounding this topic. 

“Race”, “ethnicity”, “ancestry”, “geographical origin”, and other similar concepts are saturated with 

meanings and are increasingly considered as being non-acceptable due to their history of misuse and 

injustice - Cooper says that “race” is “the unwelcome guest in the disciplines of science”.30 The debate 

on whether reporting “race/ethnicity”-related outcomes is useful in research has persisted over many 

decades. Even if the feasibility of a global consensus regarding labeling is unclear,41 sociologists, 

geneticists, anthropologists, and ethicists may help develop policies and practices for the biomedical 

field. For now, the priority for research publications are the following.  

First, the use of outdated concepts such as “Caucasian” should be banned, while precise and 

adequate labeling (e.g. “African diaspora from the 15th Century to the present’, ‘grandparents born in 

Turkey’) need to be promoted according to the objectives and the setting of the study.81 To reduce 

stereotypes in biomedical research, educational efforts are required during biological, medical, and 

pharmaceutical training to improve knowledge on human evolution, by including courses on human 

migration, demographic history, environmental adaptation, as well as genetic structure and diversity 

between individuals and populations. Multidisciplinary approaches are needed to propose new 

consensus69 which would require the engagement of the communities concerned and international 

societies.114  



 

Second, when it is legally required to ask patients to self-identify as being part of a particular 

population group in a study, it should, as much as possible, not appear in the study findings. Journal 

editors should promote adequate statistical methods (e.g. subgroup analysis in clinical trials115,116) 

(Figure 1) and develop new sets of standards in accordance with modern concepts. In 2021, the editors 

of the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) acknowledged, as we do here, that “race” 

and “ethnicity” are social constructs without scientific or biological meaning and proposed guidance on 

how to report such designations in medical and science journals. 117 Among their recommendations, to 

provide explanations on the source and reasons of the classifications used and to prioritize the use of 

specific over collective terms (e.g. “underrepresented populations” rather than “minorities”; 

descriptions according to country or regional areas of origin rather than broad terms referring to 

continental areas, etc) represent an important step forward. However, other JAMA advices remain 

limited to the US context and are hardly exportable internationally: for example, the proper term of 

“race” is unaccepted in many countries like France118, and US government-defined descriptors like 

“Black” or “American Indian” are inadequate in non-US countries (e.g. “populations of African 

descent” is suggested for populations of African origin not living in Africa by the European HLA-NET 

network7,38  and “First Nations” is used for indigenous people in Canada). A main challenge for 

scientific journals is thus sill to adapt their guidance for population designations to an international 

context.  

Finally, the reporting of patients' origins should not be tolerated if not justified, particularly if 

it is employed as a proxy for cultural habits, diet, or environmental exposure in regards to the high risk 

of false positive results (Figure 1). If all biomedical researchers adopt a critical view on how they handle 

and report human diversity, and invest themselves in adopting the right practices, real improvements 

can be made. However, for now sadly, the concepts of “race” and “ethnicity” remain deeply ingrained 

in biomedical research. 
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Figure 1 – A proposal for the analysis and reporting of data from subpopulations in biomedical journals. An 

example of legal purpose may be the inclusion of groups that have been historically marginalized in 

randomized trials.19 The systematic search for associations between “race/ethnicity” and 

outcome/biomarker should be avoided due to the high risk of false positive results and/or confounding 

biases (e.g. sociological differences, environmental exposures). 
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